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Magnetic-field-induced nonequilibrium structures in a ferrofluid emulsion
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~Received 4 June 1998!

Using optical microscopy, we studied magnetic-field-induced structures in a confined ferrofluid emulsion
where the magnetic field is applied quickly as a step function. Columnar, bent-wall-like, and labyrinthine
structures in three dimensions are observed, corresponding to disks, ‘‘worms,’’ and branchlike patterns in
cross-sectional area normal to the magnetic-field direction. These two-dimensional structures are characterized
by both the ratio of worms to total aggregates and the average complexity^C& of the aggregates in a given
image. ‘‘Phase’’ diagrams are obtained to characterize disk~columnar! to worm ~bent-wall! structural transi-
tions as a function of the thickness of the cell used to confine the sample along the field direction, the particle
volume fraction, and the rate of the magnetic-field application. The distribution of aggregate complexity for a
given image is characterized by the skewness and quality factor to describe the symmetry and width of
complexity distribution. The results show that increasing either cell thicknessL, particle volume fractionF, or
magnetic field ramping rateR increases the average complexity of the formed patterns as^C&51.8F3.11L
10.141 log10(R)10.83, as well as the symmetry and the range of the complexity. This relation can be under-
stood qualitatively. For fast ramping rateR or increasingF ~decreasing the interparticle distance and thus
increasing the particle interaction!, the strong magnetic interaction between particles does not allow particles
enough time to explore the lowest-energy state~columnar structures! before being locked into local energy
minima~labyrinthine structures!. TheL dependence of the complexity supports molecular dynamics simulation
results: Chains form first and then aggregate to form complex structures; longer chains have a larger range of
attraction.@S1063-651X~99!06301-1#

PACS number~s!: 82.70.Kj, 75.50.Mm, 75.70.Kw, 61.30.Eb
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I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetorheological~MR! fluids are suspensions of mag
netizable particles in a liquid. When a strong magnetic fi
is applied to a MR fluid, the magnetic dipole moment
induced in each particle. The suspension goes throug
structural transition from a gas of randomly dispersed p
ticles to a solid of aggregates of particles. This leads to
rheological change of MR fluids from a liquid to a sol
state, which is rapid and reversible. This rheological prope
is responsible for many current and potential industry ap
cations found in MR fluids ranging from semiactive sho
absorbers for automobiles through dampers for moun
bikes, washing machines, and buildings and bridges for s
mic damage control to devices for hand exercise in phys
therapy@1,2#. The controllable rheological change is due
the particle structures formed by the application of a m
netic field. Therefore, it is important to study the fiel
induced structures to fully understand the mechanism of
rheology in MR fluids.

From our earlier work, we found that the structures of t
solid phase in a model MR fluid~ferrofluid emulsion! can
take the form of separated chains, columns, ‘‘bent wal
~‘‘worms’’ when viewed perpendicular to the magnet
field!, or labyrinthine patterns depending on the external
rameters. These tuning parameters include the strength o
applied field, the ramping rate of the field, the sample c
finement along the field direction, and particle volume fra
tions @3,4#.
PRE 591063-651X/99/59~1!/751~12!/$15.00
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Due to the difficulty of theoretical modeling, the study
field-induced structures of MR fluids has been limited to t
case of an equilibrium state where the external magnetic fi
is applied slowly enough that particles have time to find
lowest-energy state assisted by the thermal motion@3,5,6#.
The equilibrium structure is separate columns with aver
spacing proportional to the cell thickness along the field
rection to a power of 0.37@5#. Field-induced structures hav
been studied also under equilibrium conditions in a ve
similar material, electrorheological fluid, where a dipole m
ment in each particle is induced by externally applied elec
field. Due to the imaging dipoles from conducting boun
aries, the equilibrium structure is phase separated into liq
and solid in which particles form a body-centered-tetrago
order @7#. The only field-induced nonequilibrium structure
studied so far are in ferrofluid where permanent dipoles
suspended in a liquid with random orientation at room te
perature@8,9#. When a big drop of ferrofluid~;2 cm, oil
based! in water is confined between two glass plates and
external magnetic field is applied normal to the glass surfa
a labyrinthine pattern is observed with complexity depend
on the rate of field application@9#. In this case, the intrinsic
surface tension between the oil-water interface confines
ferrofluid drop and the dipolar force pushes the ferroflu
drop apart. A competition between these two energies un
lies the shape evolution. In MR fluids, no aggregation ex
without an external field. Therefore, there is no intrinsic s
face tension and permanent dipole moment. This makes
modeling and understanding of the nonequilibrium structu
of MR fluid more difficult.
751 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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Even though to our knowledge, no previous work exi
on the study of nonequilibrium structures of induced dipo
fluids, the patterns formed by MR fluid show a similarity
many physical and chemical systems such as ferrofluids@10#,
type-I superconducting films@11#, lipid monolayers@12#, and
diblock copolymers@13#, to name a few. These doma
shapes and patterns have raised great interest recently a
phenomenology of modulated phases@14#. They are stabi-
lized by competing interactions and characterized by p
odic spatial variations of the pertinent order parameter c
trolled by temperature and other external fields. Therefo
the study of field-induced structures of MR fluids is intere
ing from both a basic physics point of view as modulat
phases and the understanding of the rheology of MR flu
for applications.

In this paper we report the study of the magnetic-fie
induced nonequilibrium structures in a model MR fluid: fe
rofluid emulsion. We studied the formation of these patte
by varying the cell thicknessL in the field direction, the
particle volume fractionF of the sample, and the applicatio
or ramping rate of the magnetic fieldR5dH/dt ~the slope as
in a step function! for a fixed final field strengthHmax. Even
the slowest rateR ~2.4 mT/s! is too fast for the system to
reach an equilibrium state. The nonequilibrium structu
formed range from separate columns and bent-wall-like
maze structures or labyrinthine patterns. By analyzing
cross-sectional pattern of the three-dimensional~3D! struc-
ture at a plane normal to the magnetic-field direction,
quantified changes of the nonequilibrium structures a
function of the three tuning parameters.

Two quantities are introduced to characterize the ove
induced structures normal to the field direction:P, the ratio
of ‘‘worms’’ to total aggregates, and̂C&, the average com
plexity. The worm is defined as the ratio of long and sh
axes of an aggregate that is larger than or equal to 2.
complexityC is defined as the contour of an aggregate re
tive to that of a disk with the same area. Structural ‘‘phas
diagrams are constructed to describe the structural transi
from the regime of column-dominated structures to be
wall-dominated structures. We takeP550% and ^C&
51.50 as the dividing line between these two regimes. St
tural transition relations betweenL, F, and R are obtained
quantitatively. This is an extension of our earlier work@4# on
the L-F relation at a fixedR. The results show that increas
ing the cell thickness, particle volume fraction, or magne
field ramping rate increases the average complexity of
formed patterns aŝC&51.8F3.11L10.141 log10(R)10.83.
Therefore, in tuning the structural complexity,F and L are
more sensitive parameters thanR. In addition, the skewnes
Sand the quality factorQ are used to describe the symmet
and width of the complexity distribution of aggregates fo
given image. We found that bothS and Q decrease withL
andF linearly andR logarithmically. That is, asL, F, or R
increases, the distribution of complexity broadens and
comes more symmetric.

Qualitatively, the dependence of the structure complex
on the tuning parameters can be understood from the
that it takes for the particles to aggregate together, wh
depends on the ratio of the magnetic interaction energy
tween particles relative to thermal energy. At fast ramp
rateR or increasingF ~decreasing the interparticle distan
s
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and thus increasing the particle interaction!, the strong mag-
netic interaction between particles does not allow partic
enough time to explore the lowest-energy state~columnar
structure! before being locked into local energy minim
~labyrinthine structures!. TheL dependence of the complex
ity suggests a structural formation process that is suppo
by molecular dynamics simulation: Chains form first limite
by the cell thickness and then aggregate to form comp
structures. TheL dependence also suggests that longer cha
have a larger range of attraction, which is confirmed by tw
chain models from both simulation and analytical calcu
tion. We hope that this work provides the data with whi
any theoretical model can be compared.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND METHODS
FOR DATA ANALYSIS

The ferrofluid emulsion used in this experiment is co
posed of droplets of ferrofluid coated with sodium dode
sulfate surfactant and suspended in water@3#. The ferrofluid
consists of 6% by volume of Fe3O4 grains of average size 1
nm in kerosene. Those grains are coated with oleic acid
avoid flocculation. The emulsion droplets have an aver
diameter 2a of 0.27mm with a polydispersity of about 20%
The samples were sealed with petroleum gel in glass ca
lary cells, which have a typical length of 4 cm and a recta
gular or square cross sectionW3L. Here the thicknessL
along the direction of the field and the widthW is typically
10L for a rectangular cell.

Optical microscopy is used to study the induced structu
@4#. The sample cell sits on top of a stage on a Nikon
verted optical microscope where a coil is used to produc
dc magnetic field normal to the viewing plane and the s
face of the cell. A charge-coupled device camera is attac
to the microscope to capture images, which are sent t
computer for storage and analysis. A program cal
SIGMASCAN is used to calculate each aggregate’s area, pe
eter, and major and minor axes.

Figure 1 sketches a typical aggregate~called a worm! in a
given image from the top view. The images captured a
the structures reach a steady state are analyzed by dete
ing the complexity in terms of the parametersP and ^C&,
defined below. To calculateP, we first measure the aspe
ratio e of an aggregate defined as the ratio of the major a
A to the minor axisB of the aggregate.SIGMASCAN defines
the major axis as the longest end-to-end distance of a g
aggregate and the minor axis as the longest end-to-end
tance of the aggregate perpendicular to the major axis@Fig. 1
and Eq.~1a!#. If e>2.0, the aggregate is defined as a wor

FIG. 1. Typical shape of an aggregate.A andB are the major
and minor axes of the aggregate, respectively.A is defined as the
maximum end-to-end length of the aggregate andB is defined as the
maximum end-to-end length of the aggregate perpendicular toA.
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PRE 59 753MAGNETIC-FIELD-INDUCED NONEQUILIBRIUM . . .
If e,2.0, the aggregate is defined as being disklike. We t
define P as the ratio of the number of worms to the to
number of aggregatesNt for a given image. We takeP
550% as the transition between disks and worms in a
image. Since the definition of minor axis is good only for
ellipse, this quantityP works well for characterizing pattern
near the beginning of the transition, where most aggreg
are disks and ellipses withe;2 – 4 and very few aggregate
are bent or have multiple arms:

e5
Lmaj~A!

Lmin~B!
, P5

Ne>2

Nt
, ~1a!

C5
P

2ApA
, ^C&5

(
i 51

Nt

Ci

Nt
, ~1b!

whereLmaj denotes the major axis length,Lmin the minor axis
length,P the perimeter of the aggregate, andA the area of
the aggregate.

To characterize aggregates with shapes more com
than disks and ellipses, the complexityC is used.C is de-
fined as the ratio of the perimeter of an aggregate to
perimeter of a disk with the same area, as shown in Eq.~1b!.
If an aggregate is a perfect disk,C51.0. If the aggregate ha
multiple arms,C is greater than 1.0; the larger theC, the
more complex the aggregate. Once we calculated the va
for each aggregate in a given image of a total number ofNt ,
we then averageC over the whole image to obtain the ave
age complexitŷ C&. We take^C&T51.5 as the dividing line
between columns and bent walls to find quantitative relati
among the parametersL, F, andR.

These definitions ofPT550% and^C&T51.5 are arbi-
trarily chosen. One may set different values toPT and^C&T ,
which would define different structural transitions. For
worm with an elliptical shape,e52 corresponds toC
51.01. If a structure withP550% consists only of disks
and ellipses withe;2, then^C& would be 1.005, which is no
a sensitive parameter. We have found that^C&51.5 corre-
sponds toP550% for our images. Therefore, the structure
more complex than just disks and ellipses;^C& is a better
quantity thanP to be used for characterizing most of o
structures. For comparison purpose, we keptP as well.

Previously onlyP was used to characterize the induc
patterns, whileL andF were varied at a single field rampin
rate R @4#. In this work, we vary all three parametersR, L,
and F and use bothP and ^C& to characterize the induce
structures. In all the experiments, the maximum magn
field Hmax is fixed at 24.0 mT for simplicity. The coupling
constantl, defined as the dipolar interaction energy of tw
dipoles aligned head to tail over the thermal energy of
system, is calculated to be 74@5#. One may also varyHmax
which is not done in our present work. The droplet volum
fraction F of the sample ranges from 0.04 to 0.14, t
sample cell thicknessL ranges from 20 to 1000mm, and the
applied magnetic field rateR ranges from 2.40 to 400.0
mT/s. The latter rate corresponds to a rise time of 60 m
an exponentially increasing field, which is limited by th
response of the current supply and the magnetic coil.
longest time taken to ramp the field from 0 to 24.0 mT is
n
l
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s, which is linearly increased by hand. In all cases, it ta
from a fraction of a second to a minute for the structure
reach a steady state, depending uponL, F, andR.

III. RESULTS

A. Induced nonequilibrium structures

In the absence of any external magnetic field, the drop
of the sample are randomized due to Brownian motion. T
sample is in a ‘‘gaseous’’ state@15#. When an external mag
netic field is applied to the ferrofluid emulsion, random
dispersed Brownian droplets aggregate to form thr
dimensional solid structures. At a lowR, the solid structure
is equally spaced columns with equal width, which sho
plan symmetry perpendicular to the applied field directio
The top view shows a pattern with separate disks@3,5#. How-
ever, whenR is high, the shapes of the aggregates beco
more complex. The solid structure appears as a ‘‘fold
sheet’’ or a bent wall. It is wormlike from the top view
which becomes a maze or labyrinthine pattern ifR increases
further @4#.

Figure 2 shows typical microscopic images of column
and bent-wall patterns from both top and side views. Fig

FIG. 2. Images showing the formation of ferrofluid structure
~a! Droplets with no applied magnetic field.~b! and~c! Columnar
solid structure shown from the top and side views formed aL
550mm, F50.03, andR5400.0 mT/s. ~d! and ~e! Bent-wall-
like solid structure shown from the top and side views formed
L5200mm, F50.10, andR5400.0 mT/s.~f! 3D comparison of
the reconstructed columnar solid structure formed with a s
ramping rate and bent-wall-like solid structure formed with a hi
ramping rate. Image widths are 80mm.
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2~a! shows the gas structure without an applied field. Af
the magnetic field is applied, at lowL, F, andR, the steady
state structure is locally ordered columns as shown in F
2~b! and 2~c! of the same structure viewed from the top a
side. At highL, F, andR, the saturated pattern from the to
view is a mixture of disks and worms reflecting column
and bent-wall structures in three dimension as shown in F
2~d! and 2~e! from the top and side views. Figure 2 illustrat
that the chain formation is the basis for aggregates. Eve
the labyrinthine pattern, the side view shows straight cha
joined to form a maze structure. However, not all the cha
have equal length and fill the cell gap~L! completely. To
better illustrate the aggregates in three dimensions, Fig.~f!
shows the reconstructed structures discussed earlier for
low and high sets ofL, F, andR parameters.

For a quantitative study, all the patterns are captured
the end of the cell nearest to the objective lens of the mic
scope for clear image. From Fig. 2, the 2D pattern at diff
ent cross sections along the magnetic-field direction is
same for columnar structures and can be different for la
rinthine structures where not all chains have equal length
are linked equally throughout the entire cell alongL as
shown in Fig. 2~e!. When we focused on different cross se
tions in the sample~limited to the first 100mm by using an
oil-immersed objective lens!, we found very small overal
differences in terms of the complexity, although each agg
gate at a different position alongL in the image may be
different. Nevertheless, readers should keep in mind that
2D patterns have limitations in studying the 3D structure

The pattern shown in Fig. 2~d! is very similar to those
observed in ferrofluids@8# where a big drop of ferrofluid~2.1
cm! in water is confined between two glass plates and
external magnetic field is applied normal to the glass surfa
As the field strength increases, a labyrinthine pattern de
ops. Depending on the rate of the field application, the nu
ber of arms evolved from the drop varies. In this case,
intrinsic surface tension between the oil-water interface pl
a key role in confining the ferrofluid drop and the dipol
force pushes the ferrofluid drop apart. A competition b
tween these two energies underlies the shape evolution.
ferrofluid emulsion system does not have any intrinsic s
face tension; droplets coated with surfactant do not aggre
without an external magnetic field. To make an analogy
the patterns formed by the ferrofluid drop, we need to
sume that an induced surface energy from the magnetic
competes with the induced repulsive energy between dipo
These two energies, along with the geometric constraint,
the many local energy minima that determine the shape
the structures formed. The surface energy has been us
calculate equilibrium structures of induced dipolar flui
@5,6,16#. It originates from the different local magnetic field
~due to demagnetization! experienced by particles at the su
face and the inside of an aggregate. Therefore, it is poss
that the underlying physics of the pattern formation is sim
to that of the ferrofluid. To understand the structure fully
nonequilibrium dynamics calculation is needed.

Figure 2 illustrates the influence of all three paramet
upon the complexity of the structure formation. If we va
only one parameter at a time, say,F, and keep the other two
parameters constant, similar disk-worm transitions can
produced as well. Varying eitherL or R has a similar effect
r
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@4#. Figures 3~a! and 3~b! show a comparison of microscopi
images for differentF from the top view below and abov
the transition line of PT550% and ^C&T51.50 at L
51000mm andR5400.0 mT/s. AtF50.04 @Fig. 3~a!#, we
see that the image is predominantly disks reflecting 3D
lumnar structures. These disks show short-range order
have a narrow size distribution close to the saturated equ
rium structures@5#. WhenF is increased to 0.065, Fig. 3~b!
shows an image that is now predominantly worms. This i
age contains various structures ranging from single parti
~chains in three dimensions! through disks, simple ellipses
and random worms to aggregates with multiple arms.

B. Quantitative analysis of structures and structural phase
transition diagrams

To analyze the images in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, we first
characterize each aggregate with values ofe andC defined in
Eq. ~1!. The distribution of bothe and C over the whole
image in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! is then plotted as a histogram i
Fig. 4; Figs. 4~a! and 4~b! correspond to Fig. 3~a! and Figs.
4~c! and 4~d! correspond to Fig. 3~b!. Each image has typi-
cally 100–1000 aggregates, which gives reasonable st
tics. The bin width for these histograms is 0.05. The so
lines in Fig. 4 are fits of the Gaussian distribution. Increas
the volume fraction from 0.04 to 0.065 not only changes^C&
from 1.19 to 1.62 but also changes the distribution ofC as
seen by comparing Figs. 4~a! and 4~c!. Similarly, F also
changes the averagee from 1.19 to 2.41 and the distribution
shown in Figs. 4~b! and 4~d!. P is calculated using Eq.~1a!.

It is clear from the above images that to capture ev
detail requires more parameters than^C&. Let us first focus
on P and ^C& only and leave their distributions to a late
section. From the histograms, the parametersP and^C& char-
acterizing the complexity are calculated. We then varyF and
continue the same process to obtain a series ofP and ^C&.
From these data,P vs F and ^C& vs F are then plotted as
shown in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!, where L5800mm and R
5400.0 mT/s. From the curve fit~solid line! and settingPT
550% and^C&T51.5 as our criteria for the transition from
column to bent-wall structures, the corresponding structu
transition parameterFT is then found separately forP and
^C&. The same procedures and criteria are used to find
transition parameterLT at R5400.0 mT/s andF50.10, as
shown in Figs. 5~c! and 5~d!, andRT at L5200mm andF
50.12, as shown in Figs. 5~e! and 5~f!. Structural phase

FIG. 3. Microscopic images of formed patterns from the t
view taken at Hmax524.0 mT for different parameters:~a! L
51000mm, F50.04, andR5400.0 mT/s, wherePT512.8% and
^C&T51.2, and~b! L51000mm, F50.065, andR5400.0 mT/s,
where PT554.2% and^C&T51.7. The horizontal width of each
image is 80mm.
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FIG. 4. Histogram plots of Fig. 3 showing the distribution of the aggregate numberN as a function of complexityC and worm ratio
e. ~a! and ~b! correspond to Fig. 3~a! and ~c! and ~d! correspond to Fig. 3~b!.
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diagrams are then constructed for any two of the three
rameters.

It is interesting to notice from Fig. 5 thatP and ^C& vary
linearly with F and L but logarithmically with R for the
range ofL, F, andR measured:

^C&51.2110.0014L, ~2a!

^C&50.332117.2F, ~2b!

^C&51.3110.141 log10~R!. ~2c!

Here the range ofL or R varies about one order of magnitud
and F only 0.02. As our earlier work shows@4#, if F is
varied over one order of magnitude,P increases withF as a
power law with an exponent in the range 2.2–2.9. We h
tried the power-law fitting to Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!; only small
differences inFT are seen due to the small range ofF var-
ied. In our earlier work, whenR is varied over four orders o
magnitude,P increases withR still logarithmically. A mo-
lecular dynamics simulation@17# also shows the same loga
rithmic dependence of̂C& on R:

^C&51.0110.195 log10~R!. ~2d!

Here the coupling constant is 139,F50.1, 2a50.2mm, L
58 mm, and a cell size of 1mm31 mm38 mm is used. The
different coefficients between Eqs.~2c! and~2d! may be due
to the different coupling constant used in computer simu
tion ~139! compared to that in experiment~76! and the lim-
ited cell size in the simulation. In the simulation, the cha
formation is about 10 times faster than the chain aggregat
a-

e

-

n.

The fact that Eq.~2d! agrees well with the experimental re
sults of Eq.~2c! indicates that the dipole-dipole interaction
a chain formation is stronger than the chain-chain interac
in an aggregate formation.

The results of Fig. 5 may be summarized in one equat

^C&5a1FaL1a2ln~R!1a3 , ~3!

wherea andai are constants that should be a function of t
applied magnetic field, particle susceptibility, and siz
These constants can be determined by obtaining additi
relations betweenF, L, andR and by settinĝ C&5const. It
is clear from Eq.~3! thatL andF are more sensitive param
eters thanR for their effect on tuning the structure comple
ity.

By setting^C&T51.5 andPT50.5, Figs. 6~a!–6~c! show
the experimentally obtained phase diagrams of the struct
transition. Here we measured structural transitions for diff
ent pairs of the three parameters while keeping the third
rameter constant.

The transition lines divide the space into a bent-wa
dominated region~above them! and a column-dominated re
gion ~below them!. The farther above the transition lines, th
more complex the structure. The farther below the transit
lines, the closer the structure to the equilibrium column
solid. These diagrams show that to obtain a particular wo
pattern, we can increase the cell thickness, the particle
ume fraction, or the field application rate~also the field
strength, if we like!.
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FIG. 5. Relations ofP and ^C& obtained as a function of~a! and ~b! F at L5800mm and R5400.0 mT/s, ~c! and ~d! L at R
5400.0 mT/s andF50.10, and~e! and~f! andR at L5200mm andF50.12. Solid lines show the fits of the data. Dashed lines show
transition parameters defined by settingPT550% and^C&T51.50.
o

th

ial
n
re
Figure 6~a! shows the transition relation betweenRT and
LT at F50.10. The solid and dashed lines are curve fits
the functions

RT51779 exp~20.0075LT! mT/s for PT , ~4a!

RT51675 exp~20.0074LT! mT/s for ^C&T . ~4b!

They show nearly identical exponential relations. Figure 6~b!
shows the transition relation betweenRT and FT at L
5200mm. The solid and dashed lines are curve fits of
functions

RT5~5.33103!exp~27.33103FT
3.48! mT/s for PT ,

~4c!
f

e

RT5~9.53103!exp~3.73103FT
3.11! mT/s for ^C&T .

~4d!

Again, they show similar fits of complicated exponent
functions. Figure 6~c! shows the transition relation betwee
LT andFT at R5400.0 mT/s. The solid and dashed lines a
curve fits of the functions

LT50.071FT
23.48 mm for PT , ~4e!

LT50.16FT
23.11 mm for ^C&T . ~4f!

They also show similar fits of the power-law functions.
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FIG. 6. Structural transition ‘‘phase’’ diagram atPT550% and̂ C&T51.50. Solid and dashed lines are fits of the data forPT and^C&T ,
respectively, which separate a transition from column~below the line! to bent-wall~above the line! structures for the~a! R-L relation at
F50.10,~b! R-F relation atL5200mm, and~c! L-F relation atR5400.0 mT/s.~d! Computer simulation for single chains to a two-cha
column~squares! and single, double chains to a three-chain column~closed circles! transitions, where solid and dashed lines are power-
fits.
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As we expect from Eq.~3! for transitions~setting ^C&
5const andP5const!, a power-law relation exists betwee
LT and FT and exponential relations exist betweenRT and
LT and betweenRT andFT . Even though simple exponen
tial functions of RT5(33107)e2113FT for PT and RT5(8
3107)e2121FT for CT also fit well the data shown in Fig
6~b! as our other paper shows@18#, more complicated expo
nential functions as shown in Eqs.~4c! and ~4d! are used to
take into account data from both Figs. 5 and 6. Comb
Eqs.~2!–~4!, the constants in Eq.~3! are thus determined:

^C&51.8F3.11L10.141 log10~R!10.83. ~5!

Equation~5! confirms that a master relation exists betwe
the average complexity and the three tuning parameters

As shown from these plots in Fig. 6,PT and^C&T exhibit
similar behavior asL, F, andR are varied. At the transition
lines, according to our definitionPT550%, the structures
comprise one-half disks and one-half worms. If the wor
were ellipses only,e52 would give C51.01 notC51.5.
The fact that^C&T51.5 while P550% suggests that th
worms are either characterized bye510 or are far from el-
lipses. In the latter case, aggregates at the transition l
must have a wide distribution of shapes and a fraction
them having curved worm shape and multiple arms do
nates the value of̂C&. This is consistent with direct obse
vation in Fig. 3 and with the histograms shown in Fig. 4.
g

n

s

es
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Figure 6~d! shows computer simulation results with curv
fits obtained on the basis of two-chain~open squares and
solid line! and three-chain~closed circles and dashed line!
interactions. The escape distance of two chains or th
chains, within which the chains aggregate to form a colu
and above which the chains stay separated, were found
given chain lengthL by molecular dynamics simulation pe
formed at zero temperature for our sample condition@19#.
The escape distance is then converted to the particle vol
fraction F to obtain the data in Fig. 6~d!, assuming that all
chains have the same lengthL and are arranged in a
hexagonal-close-packed lattice. Therefore, the solid curve
dicates the structural transition from single chains to a c
umn consisting of double chains, whereas the dashed c
indicates the structural transition from a mixture of sing
and double chains to columns consisting of three chains
row. On the solid curve, any two single chains will have
50% chance of aggregating or staying separate. If we use
parameterP5Ncolumn/Ntotal to characterize the structure, w
will have P550% at the solid line andP567% at the
dashed line. If we use the complexity^C& to define the tran-
sition line as used in our earlier definition, we find that^C&
51.2 at the solid line for the transition ofC from 1 to 1.4
and that̂ C&51.38 at the dashed line for the transition ofC
from 1.2 to 1.73. Obviously, if we want to make a mo
precise comparison with the experimental data, we nee
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consider̂ C&51.5 for the interaction among multiple chain
at room temperature.

Even though the above model is a crude one for the ch
aggregation process, the simulation does predict very in
esting transition relations from the curve fitting results:

LT50.045FT
23.35 mm for ^C&51.2, ~6a!

LT50.26FT
23.14 mm for ^C&51.38. ~6b!

The relations are very close to the experimental resultLT

50.16FT
23.11 mm obtained for̂ C&T51.5. From the fact tha

only small difference exists in the power-law relation b
tween the exponents obtained for^C&51.2 and^C&51.38,
we expect that the exponent will still be greater than 3
^C&51.5. Experimentally, we have checked transitions
P540% and 60% from the data used to obtain Fig. 6~c!.
Similar power-lawLT-FT relations were found in which the
exponent increases slightly~8%! asP increases from 40% to
60%. To a first-order approximation, all the transition lin
arising from different definitions ofPT are essentially paral
lel @4#. Therefore, the simple model of the two- or thre
chain interaction can give a good approximation to the tr
sition relation for more complicated structures.

The success of the simple model of simulation in pred
ing the LT-FT relation at the fast ramping rate (R
5400.0 mT/s! suggests a simple picture of the nonequil
rium structural formation process: Separate chains form
and then these chains aggregate to form columns throu
direct interaction. The thermal-fluctuation-induced lon
range interaction between chains is not important in
chain aggregation process here as it might be in the equ
rium state@20#.

C. Qualitative understanding of the structural transition
phase diagrams

Even though simulation predicted successfully the re
tions of Eqs.~4f! and~2c!, no analytical theory exists so fa
to explain quantitatively the master relation in Eq.~5!. Quali-
tatively, we can understand the dependence of the comp
ity of structures on the three parameters through the time
it takes for the particles to aggregate. In an equilibrium st
where the field is applied very slowly, the induced structu
are separate columns. In a nonequilibrium state where
field is applied quickly, the structures formed are more co
plex. Let us look at theR dependence for two extreme case
At low R, the dipoles induced in the droplets are we
enough so that the droplets can still move about explor
the lower-energy states before they are locked by strong
pole forces at highH, corresponding tol;5 based on ex-
perimental observation. In this case, the particles are pac
densely into columnar structures to reduce the total ene
consisting of demagnetization energy, repulsive energy
tween the ends of columns, and the surface ene
@5,6,15,16#. At largeR and highH, the dipoles induced in the
droplets are very strong right after the field is applied so t
the attraction between neighboring droplets and chains p
them together without allowing the time to explore t
lowest-energy state. The bent-wall structures correspon
metastable states in which the structures are locked into
of the local minima. The process is analogous to quenchin
in
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simple liquid to a solid by reducing temperature. Fast co
ing results in a glass structure, whereas slow cooling ge
ally results in a crystal structure.

The effect of the particle volume fraction can be und
stood on the basis of the same consideration. At a higheF,
the droplets are closer to each other and the dipoles inte
strongly for the same field. Therefore, the particles link mo
quickly. The faster the linkage, the more complex the str
ture and the farther away from the equilibrium state. At lo
F, not only is the separation between droplets large so
the dipolar force is small, but also the fluid viscous and th
mal forces will slow down the droplet motion. These forc
give the droplets more time to explore the lower-ener
states.

TheL dependence of the complexity suggests a struct
formation process: Chains form first limited by the cell thic
ness and then aggregate to form complex structures. H
ever, it is not clear why the induced structures become m
complex as the cell thickness increases. To understand
we have done a computer simulation@17,19#, which con-
firmed that the structure formation proceeds in two ste
chain formation and chain aggregation. The formation
chains that touch the boundary is about ten times faster
the aggregation of chains forL540 (2a) at bothT50 and
300 K and at largeR. Since a complex pattern arises from
quick aggregation that originates from a strong dipolar
traction, the experimental results (^C&;L) suggest that the
interaction between long chains is stronger than that betw
short chains. This is confirmed by molecular dynamics sim
lation of the two-chain model where the chains have a re
tive shift of one particle radius: The chain-chain attracti
range increases with the chain length asr e;La for 0,L
<200 (2a), wherea50.15 for T50 K and a50.2 for T
5300 K (l5139) @17,19#. The power-law relation is also
confirmed by analytical calculations for two chains havi
equal length and one particle radius shift, wherea50.19 at
l510 for 0,L<3000 (2a) and a5 1

3 at l5` for L
>1000 (2a) @21,22#.

Although the chain attractive range increases with
chain length corresponding to our experimental cell ran
from 2.2 atL570 (2a) to 5.1 atL53000 (2a) based on the
result of the above analytical calculation atl510, the in-
crease in the interaction range slows down when chains
more than 200 particle diameters. The two-chain interact
model alone may not be sufficient to count for the comp
structures formed in larger cells. We believe that the labyr
thine pattern observed in thicker cells@L.200 (2a)# may
come from complicated interactions between long cha
long and short chains, chains with different relative sh
along the chain direction, and multiple-chain interactions
multaneously. A heterogeneous chain length is possible
cause the chain formation is a very quick process with
length depending on the local particle density distributio
The large cells allow the particle density to fluctuate mo
and therefore different chain lengths form. This hetero
neous chain interaction could increase the attractive rangr e
further and therefore result in more complicated structure

We can also understand the large interaction range
long chains from the following simple physical pictures. T
ends of chains having like poles repel each other, wh
plays an important role in the equilibrium structure form
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tion @3,5#. The shorter the chains, the stronger the effect
repulsion from the ends on chain aggregation. As a res
long chains will attach to each other at their middles and
through the rest of the chains. They tend to form aggreg
with chains of slightly different lengths and relative shifts.
equilibrium columnar structures, we found either tape
ends or split ends of columns, reflecting the effect of rep
sion between ends@3#. The same repulsion of ends may al
affect the formation of nonequilibrium structures.

The simulation of the two-chain interaction shows th
temperature increases the range of attraction between the
chains, but not that the attraction between two chains
pends on the chain length. The fact that Eq.~6b! agrees quite
well with Eq. ~4f! shows that the temperature is not crucial
the chain aggregation in the case of a fast ramping rate
direct interaction between chains is the dominant factor
chain aggregation. For a slow ramping rate to reach equ
rium state, the formation of the columnar structure depe
strongly on the temperature for thermal motion to bring
particles to the lowest-energy state. Therefore, a therm
induced chain fluctuation could be important in equilibriu
chain aggregation@15,20#.

D. Structural complexity distribution

So far, we have usedP and^C& to understand the structur
transition. We have found that the distribution ofC is also
very interesting. To analyze the complexity distributio
shown in Fig. 4, we have introduced two new paramete
the skewness Sand thequality factor Q.

S is a dimensionless quantity that measures how m
asymmetry, or shift from center, occurs in the distribution
the complexity. The standard definition forS is given as

S5

(
i 51

Nt S Ci2^C&
s D 3

Nt
where s5

A(
i 51

Nt

~Ci2^C&!2

Nt21
.

~7!

HereNt is the total aggregates for a given image ands is the
standard deviation of the complexity.

The quality factor Qmeasures how narrow the distribu
tion of complexity is. It is defined as

Q5
Cmax

DCFWHM
, ~8!

whereCmax is the maximum value of the Gaussian fit of th
histogram andDCFWHM is the full width at half maximum.
For anRC circuit, Q measures how many cycles this syste
would oscillate before it dampens out. The higher theQ, the
more cycles the signal oscillates. In our case, the higher
Q, the narrower the distribution of aggregate complexity.

For a symmetric distribution ofN vs C, S is zero. If S
.0, theN-C distribution peak goes to the left of^C&. If S
,0, the peak will go to the right of̂C&. In our data, we
found thatS is always larger than zero. This means that tho
aggregates withCi.^C& weigh more in a given image
spreading out more toward largerC. In all the data,Q.1
also. There is always a peak found in theN-C distribution.

Figure 7~a! shows the case forS@0 ~S52.31, Q
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5766.7, and̂ C&51.37!, whereL5300mm, F50.10, and
R524.0 mT/s. TheN-C distribution peak is shifted toward
smaller values ofC from ^C&. In other words, we have mor
aggregates that are columnar than bent-wall-like and
bent-wall-like structures can transform to a quite comp
shape. At the same time, the distribution is quite narrow
theQ value shows. AsL increases to 500mm while keeping
F and R constant, Fig. 7~b! shows thatS decreases by a
factor of 10 while the average complexity increases sligh
~S50.21,Q513.83, and̂ C&51.42!. The distribution of the
number of columns and bent walls is nearly symmetric a
broad.

As shown in Fig. 7 and our other data, for low values
L, F, or R while ^C& is normally low,SandQ are both quite
high. This means that besides a predominant number of
lumnar aggregates with narrow distribution, small amou
of bent-wall aggregates also exist. AsL, F, or R increases to
increasê C&, SandQ begin to decrease. This means that f
predominantly bent-wall aggregates, the distribution of
aggregates is more widely spread and symmetric. Theref
it seems that a correlation between^C& and S, Q ~the sym-
metry and width of the complexityC! exists.

Let us now examine the dependence ofS andQ on each
parameter separately. Figures 8~a!–8~c! showSas a function
of F, R, andL and Figs. 9~a!–9~c! showQ as a function of
F, R, and L. As F increases whileR and L are fixed at

FIG. 7. Aggregate number vs complexity distribution showi
the progression toward symmetry asL increases from~a! L
5300mm, where ^C&51.37, S52.31, andQ5766.7, to ~b! L
5500mm, where ^C&51.42, S50.21, andQ513.83. For both
cases,F50.10 andR524.0 mT/s and solid lines are fits of Gaus
ian distributions.
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R54.8 mT/s andL5200mm, Figs. 8~a! and 9~a! show that
S andQ decrease withF as

S53.03217.15F, ~9a!

Q5144.0621008F. ~9b!

In other words, higher concentration of particles gives
structure more complex and its distribution more symme

FIG. 8. SkewnessS in the Gaussian distribution to measure t
symmetry of the aggregate distribution as a function of~a! F at R
54.80 mT/s andL5200mm, ~b! R at L5200mm andF50.12,
and~c! L at R524.0 mT/s andF50.10. The solid line is the best fi
for ~a! S53.03217.15F, ~b! S51.2820.55 ln(R), and ~c! S
51.0920.000 88L.
a
c

and broader. AsR increases whileL and F are fixed at
L5200mm andF50.12, Figs. 8~b! and 9~b! show thatS
andQ decrease withR as

S51.2820.55 log10~R!, ~9c!

Q546.45222.4 log10~R!. ~9d!

Increasing bothF and R results in a more symmetric an
broad distribution of aggregates while increasing the aver
complexity ^C&. Finally, asL increases whileR and F are
fixed atR524.0 mT/s andF50.10, Figs. 8~c! and 9~c! show
that S andQ decrease withL as

FIG. 9. Quality factorQ to measure the width of aggrega
distribution as a function ofF, R, andL with the same condition as
in Fig. 8. The solid line is the best fit for~a! Q5144.0621008F,
~b! Q546.45222.4 ln(R), and~c! Q559.9820.097L.
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S51.0920.000 88L, ~9e!

Q559.9820.097L. ~9f!

It is interesting that the dependence ofSandQ on eitherL or
F is a linear function, but onR it is logarithmic. This is
similar to the results for the structural transition as shown
Fig. 5. The complexity and its distribution~symmetry and
width! depend more sensitively onL andF than onR. As the
range ofF increases, theS,Q dependence onF may also
change from linear to a power-law function. The exact re
tion can be understood only if we have a model. We ho
that this work will provide the basis for any theoretical mo
els for comparison.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This study shows that by applying an external magne
field to a ferrofluid emulsion, different structures can be
duced from separate chains and columns through bent w
to labyrinths. The existence of many different patterns in
cates a complicated energy map induced in the system,
many local minima that sensitively depend on the set of
rameters such asR, Hmax, L, andF. Columnar structures ar
induced if particles are allowed to explore their lower-ene
states before settling down. Complex bent-wall structures
created if the particles are locked into aggregates by a st
dipolar interaction that is too quick for particles to explo
the lower-energy states.

The complexity of the induced structures are control
by a set of parametersR, Hmax, L, andF. Increasing either
one of them increases the complexity of the structure as
d
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as the width and symmetry in the complexity distributio
Transitions between different structures are possible by
justing one or more of these parameters. The column to b
wall transition is continuous over a large range of these
rameters. If we definePT550% and ^C&T51.50 as the
columns to bent-wall transition lines, structural phase d
grams can be constructed for pairs of these parameter
simple relation between the tuning parameters are found
^C&51.8F3.11 L10.141 log10(R)10.83. F andL are more
sensitive parameters thanR in tuning the structures. The ce
thickness dependence of the complexity of the patterns i
cates that the formation of chains is the first step in form
aggregates. Longer chains have a larger attractive range
tween chains. A direct interaction is important in chain a
gregation to form nonequilibrium structures.

This work forms the basis for building theoretic mode
for understanding the mechanism of the dipole interaction
nonequilibrium states. The microscopic structure controls
rheological properties of the fluids. As our recent rheologi
study @23# shows, the yield stress is stronger when an eq
librium structure is formed as compared to a nonequilibriu
structure for the same sample and field strength. Charac
izing induced structures in MR fluids can provide useful
formation for optimizing the rheological properties.
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